ALTS-300/420
High Speed Bundle Management
The ALTS-300/420 Automatic Laundry Tying Station can help you efficiently move
bundles through the tying process by automatically orienting the bundles and reducing
labor costs. The ALTS-300/420 combines an enhanced Felins 2000 series tyer with a
state-of-the-art bundle transfer unit. Together, this fully integrated system provides
processing plants with the most efficient, high speed bundle management solution
available; coupled with the reliable equipment performance that users have come to
expect from all Felins tying machines.

Increased Productivity
and

Lower Costs
By offering speeds up to
900 bundles per hour
the ALTS-300/420 will allow you
to reduce your cycle time
while increasing throughput
and eliminating unnecessary
handling. Felins tying materials
are available in twine, polytape
and elastomer; designed to
provide maximum efficiency in
the bundling process further
reducing the total bundling cost.

Built To Your Specification
Felins’ engineering team will work closely with you to identify and meet your specific
product and processing needs. Felins offers fully integrated systems that include
automated in-feed, incline, merge and lift gate conveyors, traffic control, material
handling and accumulation to maximize throughput and reduce labor from your folders
to the dock door.
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ALTS-300/420
Removable Tying Module
with Service Stand
Felins understands that down time can affect the profits of every processing plant
which is why we have designed a fully removable tying module with powered service
stand for the ALTS-300/420.

 Tying module can be
removed in less than 5
minutes
 Simulates tying operation
for serviceability
 Great for preventive
maintenance programs
 Jog button manually
controls cycling process
 Moves easily on rolling casters
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